PermaLink® from the Mohawk Group is a unique adhesive film that allows new carpet tile to install directly on top of the previous carpet; engineered to last for multiple installations.

**Facility/Performance Benefits**
- Reduces the downtime of spreading adhesive and waiting for adequate setup
- Easy to use 27 3/4-inch width
- Unsurpassed dimensional stability
- Maintains a Class I fire rating
- Eliminates exposure to wet, drying adhesives
- Ensures that the recommended adhesive is used
- Saves time and money since the old carpet is not removed
- Eliminates the dust and debris of carpet removal, reducing the need to clean office equipment (computers, printers, fax machines) or furniture after installation
- Reduces health complaints associated with the removal of old carpet
- Eliminates old carpet being considered a fire hazard while waiting for removal from the building site or docks
- Less intrusive in workstations and private offices
- Mohawk Group’s LIFT® system (which lets you place carpet underneath furniture without moving it) versus breaking down and setting back up
- Future carpets can be installed over an existing PermaLink® installation
- Immediately accessible to foot traffic

**Ergonomic Benefits**
- Recycles old carpet into cushion
- Cushion value reduces leg and back fatigue
- Cushion value extends the life of floor covering
- Immediately accessible to foot traffic

**Economic Benefits**
- Eliminates disposal costs
- Eliminates carpet removal costs
- Significant savings when substrate is in poor condition
- Mitigates costly asbestos abatement
- Eliminates material and labor costs of spreading wet adhesive
- Eliminates dumpster rental and carpet disposal fees
- Significantly reduces floor prep costs
- Significantly reduces cleanup costs once job is complete
- May be reused over and over – offering tremendous savings on future carpet replacements

**Environmental Benefits**
- Diverts carpet from landfill
- Re-purposes older carpet into cushion
- CRI Green Label Plus® certified
- Controlled off-gassing in manufacturing means no VOCs at the facility
- Eliminates IAQ issues associated with dust & debris being introduced into the breathing zone during carpet removal
- Passes VOC limits set by South Coast Air Quality Management District Rule #1168
- May contribute to LEED® certification
Environmentally friendly carpet installation techniques.

1. Roll adhesive film over old carpet
2. Remove film backing
3. Press carpet in place

• Old carpet acts as the pad, avoiding need to produce and ship energy costly padding
• This practice allows you to divert old carpet from landfills by repurposing it as carpet pad
• Only with PermaLink’s high-performance, dimensionally-stable film system can existing carpet be turned into ergonomic cushion
• May contribute to the LEED Materials and Resources—3.1 and 3.2 Resource Reuse credit
• Meets LEED Indoor Environmental quality—4.1 Low-Emitting Materials, Adhesives and Sealants Credit
• Fit for reuse. Future carpets may be installed over existing PermaLink®
• Eliminates IAQ issues associated with dust and debris generated during typical carpet replacement
• CRI Green Label Plus Certified; No VOCs released during installation
• Increased speed of installation, reducing workplace disruption

LIFETIME WARRANTY
Mohawk Group’s PermaLink® system is guaranteed for the life of your carpet tile. PermaLink’s Lifetime Warranty ensures:
• The system will maintain its dimensional stability
• Permanent adhesion to the old carpet
• Permanent releasability of the new carpet tile
• The system maintains its integrity

Tools and products required to install using traditional adhesives
Tools and products required to install using PermaLink® adhesive tiles.